Personalized cumulative UV tracking on mobiles & wearables.
Maintaining a balanced Ultra Violet (UV) exposure level is vital for a healthy living as the excess of UV dose can lead to critical diseases such as skin cancer while the absence can cause vitamin D deficiency which has recently been linked to onset of cardiac abnormalities. Here, we propose a personalized cumulative UV dose (CUVD) estimation system for smartwatch and smartphone devices having the following novelty factors; (a) sensor orientation invariant measurement of UV exposure using a bootstrap resampling technique, (b) estimation of UV exposure using only light intensity (lux) sensor (c) optimal UV exposure dose estimation. Our proposed method will eliminate the need for a dedicated UV sensor thus widen the user base of the proposed solution, render it unobtrusive by eliminating the critical requirement of orienting the device in a direction facing the sun. The system is implemented on android mobile platform and validated on 1200 minutes of lux and UV index (UVI) data collected across several days covering morning to evening time frames. The result shows very impressive final UVI estimation accuracy. We believe our proposed solution will enable the future wearable and smartphone users to obtain a seamless personalized UV exposure dose across a day paving a way for simple yet very useful recommendations such as right skin protective measure for reducing risk factors of long term UV exposure related diseases like skin cancer and, cardiac abnormality.